A beginner’s guide to preparing a road race machine
Before any racing motorcycle can take to the track, it needs to pass scrutineering, this is the action of inspecting the motorcycle as per the requirements of
the relevant chapter of the Manual of Motorcycle Sport. This visual guide is designed to introduce the concepts and explain, it is by no means exhaustive
and should be read in conjunction with the most recent version of the manual of motorcycle sport.
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A minimum of 2 numberplates,
in the correct font and
colours, one on the front in the
centre of the fairing or to the
side, and one on the rear. Even
with electronic timing, legible
race numbers are still important
for trackside identification or in
the case of a timing failure

Racing Belly-Pan designed to contain
fluid and keep it off the track. Racing
Belly-Pans have plugs which may
be removed for wet weather races to
stop them filling up with rainwater.

Lower chain guard (Shark fin)
prevents items being pulled into
the rear wheel sprocket. Front
sprocket cover to be retained in
most instances

Engine case protection, engine
breather and fuel tank breather
hoses routed to airbox, (not
shown) and airbox drain capped

Radiator filled with water,
cap lockwired and overflow
contained to ensure fluid does
not leak onto the track

Lockwiring
Lockwiring is an important part of race preparation. Lockwiring is a positive locking method that prevents threaded items from
loosening or falling out due to vibration and other forces. The presence of lockwire may also vndicate that the fasteners have been
correctly tightened, it ensures that parts that can discharge oil or fluid or safety critical items like brake caliper mounting bolts stay in
position. Commercially available lockwire is designed to be twisted and not break like wire from the DIY store. A can of Lockwire and
a set of wire twisting pliers (right) are one of the cheapest investments you will make in racing and are invaluable for speedy and
effective race-prep.

Front Brake Caliper
mounting bolts drilled and
lockwired in the tightened
position, try to arrange the
lockwire as shown in the
drawing so that it puts
tension on the fastener in a
clockwise direction.

Engine and gearbox oil drain plugs
drilled and lockwired

Waterpump drain
bolt lockwired to
nearby screw

Oil Filter secured by
worm drive hose clamp
and lockwire around
the slot on the screw
to a fixed point some
oil filters have lockwire
holes

Pre-drilled fasteners and plugs are
commercially available, this is an
example of an oil filler plug with
safety-clip, lanyard and tab washer
for securing under the head of a bolt.
Saftey clips or r-clips may be used
in conjunction with lockwire to make
periodic maintenace easier.
Oil Filler cap lockwired to nearby screw
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